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a b s t r a c t 
The recently proposed Multi-coupled Dark Energy (McDE) scenario – characterised by two distinct cold 
dark matter (CDM) particle species with opposite couplings to a Dark Energy scalar ﬁeld – introduces a 
number of novel features in the small-scale dynamics of cosmic structures, most noticeably the simultaneous 
existence of both attractive and repulsive ﬁfth-forces. Such small-scale features are expected to imprint 
possibly observable footprints on nonlinear cosmic structures, that might provide a direct way to test the 
scenario. In order to unveil such footprints, we have performed the ﬁrst suite of high-resolution N-body 
simulations of McDE cosmologies, covering the coupling range | β| ≤ 1. We ﬁnd that for coupling values 
corresponding to ﬁfth-forces weaker than standard gravity, the impact on structure formation is very mild, 
thereby showing a new type of screening mechanism for long-range scalar interactions. On the contrary, for 
ﬁfth-forces comparable to or stronger than standard gravity a number of effects appear in the statistical and 
structural properties of CDM halos. Collapsed structures start to fragment into pairs of smaller objects that 
move on different trajectories, providing a direct evidence of the violation of the weak equivalence principle. 
Consequently, the relative abundance of halos of different masses is signiﬁcantly modiﬁed. For sufﬁciently 
large coupling values, the expected number of clusters is strongly suppressed, which might alleviate the 
present tension between CMB- and cluster-based cosmological constraints. Finally, the internal structure of 
halos is also modiﬁed, with a signiﬁcant suppression of the inner overdensity, and a progressive segregation 
of the two CDM species. 
c © 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license 
( http: // creativecommons.org / licenses / by-nc-nd / 3.0 / ).  . Introduction 
Any extension of the standard cosmological model that aims to 
vercome the ﬁne-tuning problems of the cosmological constant 
ust introduce additional degrees of freedom playing the role of Dark 
nergy (DE) in the form of a new dynamical ﬁeld with deﬁned clus- 
ering and interaction properties [ 5 ] or as a low-energy modiﬁcation 
f the laws of gravity. Despite the ever increasing accuracy of obser- 
ational data of different kinds (see e.g. [ 1 , 21 , 31 , 49 , 52 ]) showing full
onsistency with the expected behaviour of a CDM cosmology, such 
xtended scenarios retain their appeal as the only possible alterna- 
ive to anthropic arguments in explaining the observed value of the 
ark Energy density at present. Nonetheless, large deviations from 
he standard background and linear perturbations evolution have 
een progressively ruled out by data, thereby signiﬁcantly restricting 
he parameter space of a wide range of extended cosmologies to the * Address: Dipartimento di Fisica e Astronomia, Universit `a di Bologna, viale Berti 
ichat 6 / 2, I-40126 Bologna, Italy. Tel.: + 39 051 2095742. 
E-mail address: marco.baldi5@unibo.it (M. Baldi). 
212-6864/ $ - see front matter c © 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. This is an
icenses / by-nc-nd / 3.0 / ). 
ttp://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.dark.2014.03.001 level where potentially observable features would be ever hardly de- 
tectable. In this respect, a considerable interest has been attracted in 
the last years by extended cosmologies characterised by various types 
of screening mechanisms capable of recovering the standard CDM 
behaviour in the appropriate regimes that are tightly constrained by 
observations, still allowing for possibly detectable deviations else- 
where. 
For modiﬁed theories of gravity (including e.g. f ( R ) models) the 
recovery of the standard behaviour can be enforced both at cos- 
mological scales, by selecting the model ’ s parameters in order to 
reproduce as close as possible the standard CDM expansion his- 
tory (see e.g. [ 37 ]), and within overdense regions of the universe 
(like our Galaxy), through various types of screening mechanisms 
(as the chameleon , symmetron , and Vainshtein mechanisms, see e.g. 
[ 30 , 36 , 38 ], respectively). Such construction allows compatibility with 
both cosmological observations and solar-system tests of gravity (see 
e.g. [ 6 , 22 , 27 , 55 ]). 
Alternatively, if the new degree of freedom associated with DE 
has a selective interaction to Dark Matter, leaving baryonic parti- 
cles uncoupled [ 29 ], as for the case of coupled Dark Energy (cDE)  open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license ( http: // creativecommons.org / 
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 models [ 3 , 32 , 53 ], solar system tests of gravity do not apply, and the
model is mainly constrained by its impact on cosmological observ-
ables [ 18 , 20 , 46 , 56 ]. However, even in this case such constraints are
capable to bind the DE–CDM interaction to a level that makes its pre-
dicted observational signatures at small scales hardly detectable with
the presently available observational precision, at least for the most
widely considered case of a constant coupling. 
Several simple extensions of such standard cDE scenario have been
proposed in recent years, with the aim to explore the range of plau-
sible non-standard DE cosmologies that might allow for testable pre-
dictions at the scales of structure formation without conﬂicting with
the ever more stringent bounds arising from cosmological probes.
These extensions include the possibility of time-dependent coupling
functions (see e.g. [ 4 , 8 ]), resulting in a strongly suppressed impact of
the interaction on the background cosmic evolution even in the pres-
ence of signiﬁcant effects on the formation and evolution of nonlinear
structures; alternatively, the possibility of having multiple species of
CDM particles interacting with DE through individual coupling func-
tions have also been proposed (see e.g. [ 26 ]). The latter scenarios are
characterised by attractor solutions that suppress the effective cou-
pling to DE during matter domination, thereby making the model
consistent with the observed expansion history [ 47 ]. 
Although such “extended” cDE models might appear in general
less appealing than standard quintessence and cDE scenarios – as they
generally involve one or more additional free parameters associated
with the speciﬁc time evolution of the coupling function or to the indi-
vidual couplings of different CDM species – a particular realisation of
the latter class of models requiring no additional parameters as com-
pared to standard cDE cosmologies has been recently proposed [ 11 ],
and termed the “Multi-coupled DE” (McDE, hereafter) scenario. This
features only two distinct CDM particle species with opposite con-
stant couplings to a DE scalar ﬁeld, and has been shown to provide a
very effective screening of the interaction during matter domination
even for very large values of the coupling constant β (see again [ 47 ]).
Such screening is then broken at the onset of DE domination, thereby
providing a time-dependent effective coupling without imposing a
priori any time evolution of the coupling function. It is important to
stress again here that the idea of a non-universal coupling between
a cosmic scalar and distinct matter ﬂuids is not a new concept that
characterises only the McDE scenario: indeed, such idea is at the very
basis of the whole class of coupled quintessence models, where a
non-universal coupling has to be invoked (see again [ 29 ]) in order
to keep baryonic particles minimally-coupled so to evade constraints
on scalar-tensor theories from local tests of gravity. The truly distinc-
tive feature of the McDE scenario, however, is that the presence of
coupling constants with an opposite sign for the two different CDM
particle species determines the existence of both attractive and repul-
sive ﬁfth-forces between CDM particles, differently from all standard
cDE models where ﬁfth-forces are always attractive. 
It is also worth mentioning how the possibility of a multi-particle
nature of the CDM cosmic fraction has been proposed in several dif-
ferent theoretical contexts (see e.g. the recent work by [ 28 ]), consid-
ering matter species that differ from each other in various physical
properties. For instance, the possibility of multi-particle dark mat-
ter models featuring a cold and a hot component has been proposed
(see e.g. [ 7 , 43 ]) as a possible solution of the small-scale problems of
the CDM scenario, which in some speciﬁc realisations include also a
non-vanishing coupling of the cold species to a DE scalar ﬁeld (as for
the model proposed by [ 23 , 24 ]). At a more fundamental level, mod-
els with multiple CDM species with different couplings to a cosmic
light scalar might arise in the context of string-inspired cosmologi-
cal scenarios (see e.g. [ 25 ]) as proposed by Gubser and Peebles [ 34 ]
and subsequently extensively discussed by Gubser and Peebles [ 35 ],
Farrar and Peebles [ 32 ] and Nusser et al. [ 45 ]. The McDE scenario, in
particular, represents the simplest realisation of the model proposed by Gubser and Peebles [ 34 ] which has as its most characteristic foot-
print the existence of long-range attractive and repulsive ﬁfth-forces. 
For coupling values that appear to be consistent with the observed
background and linear perturbations evolution (see e.g. the recent
work by [ 48 ]), such long-range ﬁfth-forces might have a strength
comparable to standard gravity, giving rise to a very peculiar phe-
nomenology at the level of linear and nonlinear structure formation
[ 13 ]. The work by Piloyan et et al. [ 48 ], however, has also shown how
the evolution of linear density perturbations suddenly deviates from
the standard CDM behaviour when the coupling grows beyond the
value corresponding to a gravitational strength of the associated ﬁfth-
forces, thereby allowing to place much tighter constraints on the cou-
pling itself through measurements of the linear growth rate as com-
pared to the extremely loose bounds derived from the background
expansion history alone. This phenomenology has been already ex-
plored with both analytical and numerical tools, and in particular
the nonlinear evolution of large-scale structures has been investi-
gated with some ﬁrst low-resolution N-body simulations [ 13 ] aimed
at coarsely sampling the model ’ s parameter space and highlighting its
most prominent effects on the large-scale shape of the cosmic web.
Such analysis has shown that ﬁfth-forces with the same strength as
standard gravity appear to still have a relatively mild impact on the
overall distribution of nonlinear structures in McDE cosmologies, and
allowed to observe for the ﬁrst time the halo fragmentation process
associated with the repulsive interaction between the two different
CDM particle species. The details of such small scale effects, however,
could not be observed due to the limited resolution of those early
N-body simulations, and their proper investigation demands higher
resolution runs for the range of parameters that already showed to
provide a reasonable behaviour of structure formation at large scales. 
With the present work, we move in such direction by presenting
the ﬁrst high-resolution N-body simulations of McDE models ever
performed, and investigating the effects of such cosmologies on the
statistical and structural properties of CDM halos for several different
values of the coupling constant β . 
The paper is organised as follows. In Section 2 we review the
main features of McDE models at the background and linear per-
turbations level; in Section 3 we describe the numerical setup of
our high-resolution N-body simulations, and illustrate the basic post-
processing analysis performed on the simulations outputs; in Section
4 we discuss the results of our investigation on a number of poten-
tially observable statistical and structural properties of CDM halos.
Finally, in Section 5 we drive our conclusions. 
2. Multi-coupled Dark Energy cosmologies 
Here we present a short overview on the basic equations of McDE
cosmologies at the background and linear perturbations level, with
the main aim to provide a quick reference and to set the notation
that will be used throughout the paper. A comprehensive discussion
of the background and linear perturbations features of McDE goes
beyond the scope of the present paper and has been presented in two
previous publications [ 11 , 47 ] to which we refer the interested reader
for a thorough introduction. 
We consider a series of ﬂat cosmologies where the role of DE
is played by a classical scalar ﬁeld φ moving in a self-interaction
potential V ( φ). Without loss of generality, we will restrict to the case
of an exponential [ 33 , 42 ] potential of the form: 
V ( φ) = Ae −αφ/M Pl . (1)
Additionally, our cosmological models include radiation and two
families of CDM particles, characterised by opposite couplings to the
DE scalar ﬁeld. For simplicity, we discard the baryonic component
of the universe which is not expected to affect our results at least
at the level of accuracy reached within the present analysis. This
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 xpectation has been recently conﬁrmed by Piloyan et al. [ 48 ], where 
he full system of both background and linear perturbations equations 
ncluding baryons has been investigated in detail, showing how the 
nclusion of the uncoupled baryonic component has a very minor 
ffect on the main characteristic features of the model predicted by a 
impliﬁed CDM-only system. 
With such assumptions, the background evolution of the system 
s governed by the following set of dynamic equations: 
φ¨ + 3 H φ˙ + dV 
dφ
= + C ρ+ − C ρ− , (2) 
ρ˙+ + 3 H ρ+ = −C φ˙ρ+ , (3) 
ρ˙− + 3 H ρ− = + C φ˙ρ− , (4) 
ρ˙r + 4 H ρr = 0 , (5) 
 H 2 = 1 
M 2 
Pl 
(
ρr + ρ+ + ρ− + ρφ
)
, (6) 
here an overdot indicates a derivative with respect to the cosmic 
ime t , H is the Hubble function, the “+ ” and “−” subscripts denote 
he two different CDM species according to the sign of the coupling 
o the DE scalar ﬁeld, and C is the coupling strength, which we will 
ndicate in the rest of the paper in its dimensionless form denoted by 
he parameter β: 
≡
√ 
3 
2 
M Pl C , (7) 
ith M Pl ≡ 1 / 
√ 
8 πG  being the reduced Planck mass and G the 
ewton ’ s constant. The main peculiarity of such system is provided 
y the existence – during matter domination – of an attractor solu- 
ion characterised by an equal abundance of the two different CDM 
article species (see [ 11 , 47 ], for a detailed analysis of the phase space 
f McDE models), such that the effective coupling is strongly sup- 
ressed and the cosmic background evolution is indistinguishable 
rom that of an uncoupled system. Then, at the onset of DE domina- 
ion the system leaves the attractor solution and progressively de- 
elops an asymmetry between the two CDM species, thereby giving 
ise to a late-time non-vanishing effective coupling with an increas- 
ng strength that might affect structure formation processes at low 
edshifts still leaving almost completely unaffected the background 
xpansion history, even for very large values of the nominal coupling 
(see again [ 11 , 47 ]). 
At the level of sub-horizon linear density perturbations, the op- 
osite coupling constants of the two different CDM particle types 
ntroduce a few correction terms to the evolution equations for the 
ensity contrast, that read: 
¨+ = −2 H 
[ 
1 − β φ˙
H 
√ 
6 
] 
δ˙+ + 4 πG  [ ρ−δ−	R + ρ+ δ+ 	A ] , (8) 
¨− = −2 H 
[ 
1 + β φ˙
H 
√ 
6 
] 
δ˙− + 4 πG  [ ρ−δ−	A + ρ+ δ+ 	R ] . (9) 
here the 	 factors are deﬁned as: 
A ≡ 1 + 4 
3 
β2 , 	R ≡ 1 − 4 
3 
β2 , (10) 
nd represent attractive ( 	A ) or repulsive ( 	R ) corrections to gravity 
ue to the long-range ﬁfth-force mediated by the DE scalar ﬁeld. It 
s interesting to notice that along the matter-dominated attractor –
here the condition ρ + = ρ− holds – and for adiabatic initial condi- 
ions (i.e. ρ + δ+ = ρ−δ−) the ﬁfth-force corrections exactly vanish in 
oth equations, so that the gravitational source term for the evolution 
f CDM density perturbations is simply given by the standard New- 
onian gravitational potential. In this respect, the system appears to be symmetric in the two CDM species and would remain effectively 
uncoupled as long as the universe is matter dominated. However, the 
second terms in the ﬁrst square brackets on the right-hand side of 
Eqs. (8) and ( 9) clearly break the symmetry of the two equations and 
will consequently move the system away from the condition of adia- 
biaticity whenever the DE scalar ﬁeld evolves in time – even along the 
attractor solution – thereby triggering also the ﬁfth-force corrections 
that do no longer vanish for the case ρ + δ+ = ρ−δ−. 
The screening of the effective coupling that is provided by the 
background attractor solution is therefore broken at the level of linear 
perturbations, allowing to distinguish (at least in principle) a McDE 
cosmology from an uncoupled system (as ﬁrst highlighted by [ 26 ]). 
Nonetheless, since the scalar ﬁled moves very slowly along the matter 
dominated attractor, the deviation from adiabaticity during matter 
domination remains small unless the repulsive corrections in Eqs. (8) 
and ( 9) are large enough to overcome the attractive pull of standard 
gravity. Such condition corresponds to coupling values | β| > √ 3 / 2, 
and in Baldi [ 11 ] it was shown that couplings as large as | β| = 1 still
do not induce any appreciable deviation of the total matter growth 
factor ( 
+ δ+ + 
−δ−) / ( 
+ + 
−) from the uncoupled solution 
down to z = 0, while further increasing the coupling value leads to a 
very rapid increase of the total growth factor at low redshifts with e.g. 
| β| = 1.5 resulting in a 13% enhancement of the total growth factor at 
z = 0 and | β| = 2 already determining an enhancement of a factor 60. 
The coupling range | β| ≤ 1 of McDE models therefore appears to be 
very effectively screened both at the background and linear perturba- 
tions level, with no signiﬁcative deviations in the expansion history 
and in the linear growth rate from the case of an uncoupled system, 
which in turn can be tuned to be indistinguishable from a standard 
CDM cosmology. Such range of couplings has then been explored 
also through a ﬁrst suite of low-resolution N-body simulations [ 13 ], 
with the aim to ﬁnd possible characteristic signatures of the model 
at nonlinear scales and further constrain its parameter space. Indeed, 
such ﬁrst numerical investigation was capable to capture some ba- 
sic features of McDE scenarios as e.g. the low-redshift fragmentation 
of collapsed structures into smaller objects driven by the repulsive 
ﬁfth-force corrections for sufﬁciently large coupling values; addition- 
ally, it was shown that a signiﬁcant suppression of power appears at 
small scales ( k  1 h / Mpc) for coupling values above the gravitational 
coupling threshold of | β| = √ 3 / 2. This value deﬁnes the border be- 
tween couplings for which ﬁfth-forces are weaker ( | β| < √ 3 / 2) and 
stronger ( | β| > √ 3 / 2) than standard gravity, and corresponds to the 
very peculiar situation where repulsive corrections ( 	R ) exactly bal- 
ance the gravitational attraction such that opposite species of CDM 
particles do not exert any long-range force on each other. As we will 
see below, such turning point in the McDE parameter space gives rise 
to a very interesting and peculiar phenomenology at the level of the 
formation and dynamical evolution of nonlinear cosmic structures at 
small scales. 
In the present paper, we aim to explore the coupling range | β| ≤ 1 
of McDE cosmologies down to the highly nonlinear regime of cosmic 
structure formation to a much ﬁner level of detail than allowed by the 
ﬁrst low-resolution simulations of Baldi [ 13 ], with a particular focus 
on the dynamical evolution of small-scale structures and on the sta- 
tistical and structural properties of CDM halos forming in McDE cos- 
mologies for values of | β| around the gravitational coupling threshold 
| β| = √ 3 / 2. To this end, we have run a series of high-resolution N- 
body simulations that are described in detail in the next section. 
3. The simulations 
Following the approach described in Baldi [ 13 ], we have made use 
of a modiﬁed version of the widely used parallel Tree-PM and SPH N- 
body code GADGET-3 [ 51 ] to run a series of 7 high-resolution N-body 
simulations of structure formation in a periodic cosmological box of 
100 Mpc / h aside, ﬁlled with 512 3 particles for each CDM species, for 
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Table 1 
The set of cosmological parameters at z = 0 assumed for all the models investigated in 
the present work, consistent with the WMAP7 Maximum Likelihood results [ 39 ] based 
on CMB data alone. 
Parameter Value 
H 0 70.3 km s 
−1 Mpc −1 

CDM 0.226 

DE 0.729 
A s 2.42 × 10 −9 

b 0.0451 
n s 0.966 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 a total of ≈2.7 × 10 8 particles. The mass resolution at the starting
redshift ( z i = 99) is m ± = 2.8 × 10 8 M / h and the gravitational soft-
ening has been set to g = 5 kpc / h corresponding to about 0.05 times
the mean inter-particle separation. The adopted N-body code allows
to follow all the characteristic effects of a wide range of DE scenarios,
including the McDE model under investigation, and has been widely
employed in the last years to run cosmological and hydrodynami-
cal simulations of a variety of interacting DE cosmologies (see e.g.
[ 8 , 10 , 12 , 14 –18 , 40 ]) and has therefore been very extensively tested.
The McDE models included in our suite cover the | β| ≤ 1 range of cou-
plings with a non-uniform spacing that more ﬁnely samples the cou-
pling values just below the gravitational coupling barrier | β| = √ 3 / 2.
More speciﬁcally, we have run simulations for the coupling val-
ues | β| = { 0 , 1 / 2 , 7 / 10 , 3 / 4 , 8 / 10 , √ 3 / 2 , 1 } , while the slope of the
self-interaction potential has been ﬁxed for all the models to α = 0.08.
For each model the background and the linear perturbations evolu-
tions have been computed beforehand by numerically integrating
Eqs. ( 2) –( 6) and Eqs. ( 8 ) and ( 9 , respectively, starting from symmetric
(i.e. 
+ = 
−) and adiabatic (i.e. 
+ δ+ = 
−δ−) initial conditions
at very high redshift ( z ≈ 10 7 ) in order to get the proper expan-
sion history H ( z ) and growth factor D ( z ) ≡ (1 + z )( 
+ δ+ + 
−δ−) /
( 
+ + 
−). These have been used to rescale the amplitude of density
perturbations in the simulations initial conditions, even if the devi-
ation from the standard growth rate and expansion history can be
considered negligible for the range of couplings under investigation.
In fact, thanks to the very efﬁcient background screening of McDE
models [ 47 ] the expansion history of all the cosmologies presented in
this work is consistent with a standard CDM evolution with WMAP7
cosmological parameters ([ 39 ], see Table 1 ) at the sub-percent level,
with a maximum relative deviation from the CDM Hubble function
of 0.07% at z ∼ 0.2. Similarly, the linear growth factor of all the models
is consistent with a CDM growth rate having a maximum deviation
of ≈0.05%. 
Initial conditions have been generated using a version of the pub-
lic N-GenIC code speciﬁcally modiﬁed to account for multiple CDM
particle species with generic abundances and relative perturbations
amplitudes. The procedure goes as follows: ﬁrst, a random-phase real-
isation of the total matter power spectrum –which was assumed to be
the matter power spectrum of a CDM cosmology with WMAP7 cos-
mological parameters as computed with the Boltzmann code CAMB
[ 41 ] – is generated for a set of 512 3 particles by computing displace-
ments from a glass [ 19 , 54 ] homogeneous distribution according to
Zel ’ dovich approximation [ 57 ], and its amplitude is adjusted to the
starting redshift of the simulation using the total growth factor D ( z )
computed as described above; then, before applying the displace-
ments each particle is split into two particles with a mass ratio corre-
sponding to the desired relative abundance of the two CDM species
(for our symmetric models, this ratio is then simply 
+ / 
− = 1); ﬁ-
nally, the displacement computed for each original particle is applied
to its corresponding particle pair according to the desired relative
amplitude of perturbations: the particles are moved in opposite ran-
domly chosen directions with respect to their original position by a
fraction of the total displacement corresponding to the share of thetotal perturbations amplitude of the two different CDM species. In
other words, the original displacement ψ i computed for the i th par-
ticle of the total CDM ﬁeld is assigned to the corresponding particles
of the two CDM species as ψ i , ± = 
± δ±ψ i / 
CDM . These particles
are then moved by a ψ i , ± displacement in opposite directions along
a randomly chosen line. This procedure ensures that the desired rel-
ative perturbations amplitude (in our adiabatic case simply 
+ δ+ /

−δ− = 1) is correctly represented in the initial conditions, and that
no preferred direction is introduced in the system. The random seed
adopted for the initial realisation of the desired power spectrum has
been kept the same for all the simulations so to ensure the possibility
of directly comparing structures on an individual basis. 
For each simulation snapshot we have identiﬁed CDM halos
through a Friends-of-Friends (FoF) algorithm with a linking length
of 0.2 times the mean inter-particle separation, by linking together
particles of both CDM species without any distinction of particle type.
This procedure provides a catalog of CDM structures identiﬁed only
through the CDM particle density, consistently with what could be
directly tested as no distinction between the two different CDM par-
ticle types is observationally accessible. We have stored groups with
at least 32 particles, corresponding to a minimum mass of ≈10 10 M /
h . 
Additionally, we have also employed the SUBFIND algorithm [ 50 ]
embedded in GADGET-3 to identify gravitationally bound substruc-
tures within FoF groups, based on the standard gravitational potential
of the CDM ﬁeld. Clearly, such procedure is strictly rigorous only for
the uncoupled case | β| = 0, as for coupled models the binding en-
ergy of particles is modiﬁed by the ﬁfth-force corrections of Eqs. ( 8)
and ( 9) . Nonetheless, for small coupling values the inaccuracy in the
determination of the position of the potential minimum of bound ha-
los (which is the only information from SUBFIND that we use in the
present work) is expected to be negligible. 
For all our simulations snapshots we have then also computed the
total CDM density ﬁeld on a 2048 3 cartesian grid through a Cloud-
in-Cell (CIC) mass assignment algorithm, and all the images of the
CDM distribution presented in this work (as e.g. Figs. 1 –3 ) have been
produced by mapping the logarithm of such density ﬁeld to the same
brightness scale calibrated on the uncoupled simulation output at
z = 0. 
4. Results 
We now move to describe the main results of our numerical in-
vestigation of McDE cosmologies, starting from the visual inspection
of the CDM distribution at small scales, and then moving to the more
quantitative determination of statistical and structural properties of
CDM structures. To avoid confusion in the plots we will not display
all the 7 simulations of our suite in most of the ﬁgures, focussing on
a representative subsample of 5 runs ( | β| = { 0 , 1 / 2 , 3 / 4 , √ 3 / 2 , 1 } )
as the remaining models (| β| = { 7 / 10 , 8 / 10 } ) are found to add no
signiﬁcant information to the ﬁnal results and have been mainly used
to test the transition between the | β| < √ 3 / 2 and the | β| > √ 3 / 2
coupling regimes. 
4.1. Dark matter distribution 
We start our discussion by comparing the spatial distribution of
the total CDM ﬂuid in the different models. In Fig. 1 we display the
CDM density ﬁeld in a slice of thickness 30 Mpc / h through the whole
simulation box in the two most extreme models under investiga-
tion, i.e. the uncoupled case | β| = 0 ( top ) and the unitary coupling
| β| = 1 ( bottom ). As one can see from the ﬁgure, no major difference
is present in the large-scale topology of the CDM distribution between
the two models, with overdense regions and voids appearing in the
same locations and with a comparable geometry. However, the CDM
density ﬁeld looks more “smeared” and diffuse in the coupled case as
8 M. Baldi / Physics of the Dark Universe 3 (2014) 4–17 
Fig. 1. Large-scale CDM distribution over the whole simulation box in the two extreme 
cosmologies considered in the present work, | β| = 0 ( top ) and | β| = 1 ( bottom ). ( High- 
resolution ﬁgures available online. ) 
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Fig. 2. Zoom on the most massive halo of the simulation in four different McDE models 
with clockwise increasing coupling starting from the uncoupled case in the upper left 
plot. The size of each image is 10 × 10 Mpc / h , and corresponding objects have been 
highlighted with coloured circles and a large square. ( High-resolution ﬁgures available 
online .) 
Fig. 3. The evolution of the infalling halo highlighted by the white square in Fig. 2 
for the | β| = √ 3 / 2 model at different decreasing redshifts, displayed clockwise start- 
ing from the upper left panel. The fragmentation of the halo in two smaller halos can 
be clearly seen evolving in time. Also, the trajectories of the two fragmented objects 
progressively deviate from each other, thereby providing a direct evidence of the vio- 
lation of the weak equivalence principle in McDE cosmologies. ( High-resolution ﬁgures 
available online. ) ompared to the uncoupled cosmology, with a clearly lower density 
ontrast in the peaks of the overdense regions, and a less sharp tran- 
ition between ﬁlaments and voids. We note that all such features 
ight be in principle detectable in terms of weak and strong gravi- 
ational lensing observables which might provide a way to rule out 
nitary couplings in the context of McDE scenarios. 
Furthermore, by looking at the most overdense regions in the two 
gures, one can easily notice how the same structures appear to be 
opulated with a larger number of substructures in the coupled case 
s compared to the uncoupled model. This is the ﬁrst direct evidence 
f the halo fragmentation process that takes place at low redshifts 
n McDE cosmologies with coupling values | β| ≥ √ 3 / 2 (as already 
inted by Baldi [ 13 ]) and that will be discussed in detail below. In 
eneral, the direct comparison of Fig. 1 shows how at large scales even 
he most extreme McDE model of our sample has mainly the effect 
f smoothing the total density ﬁeld and of increasing the number 
f halo substructures, without compromising too dramatically the large-scale shape of the cosmic web. 
Moving to smaller scales, we can then start to notice a series of 
more peculiar effects of McDE cosmologies that could not be explored 
with previous low-resolution simulations. In Fig. 2 we show the den- 
sity ﬁeld of the total CDM ﬂuid in a slice of 10 × 10 Mpc / h centered 
on the most massive halo identiﬁed in the simulations at z = 0 for 4 
different McDE models with increasing coupling, displayed clockwise 
starting from the uncoupled case in the upper-left panel. Besides the 
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Fig. 4. The projected trajectory of the halo pair highlighted in the square ﬁeld of view 
of Fig. 3 . The halo separation grows along the trajectory of the original parent halo. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 central massive structure, several other objects orbiting around the
main halo or moving toward it along ﬁlaments appear in the ﬁgure,
and 7 of them have been highlighted by 6 small coloured circles and
one larger white square. The latter deﬁnes the ﬁeld of view that is
displayed in Fig. 3 , and that will be discussed below. 
As one can see by comparing individual structures, the main effect
of the DE–CDM multiple interaction up to | β| = 3 / 4 appears to be a
smoothing of the density ﬁeld around collapsed objects resulting in
a more diffuse CDM halo surrounding the main density peaks. This
is particularly evident by comparing the density distribution around
the central massive object and around some other smaller structures
as e.g. those highlighted by the white or the blue circles located in
the center-left and bottom-right parts of the ﬁgures, respectively.
The most interesting effect, however, shows up for the gravitational
coupling case | β| = √ 3 / 2 displayed in the bottom-left panel of Fig. 2 ,
for which it is easy to notice that all the main structures highlighted
in the ﬁgure have split into two smaller objects separated roughly
by the same projected distance. For such model, also the central halo
appears to have been fragmented into a bunch of smaller objects,
highlighting the presence of several substructures within the original
main halo that were not visible in the other images due to resolution
limits of the density maps. 
This behaviour is particularly interesting for at least two reasons:
ﬁrst, it directly shows the onset of the halo fragmentation process
expected to occur in McDE models [ 13 ], thereby conﬁrming how the
coupling threshold for such process is given by the gravitational cou-
pling barrier | β| = √ 3 / 2 (as also the | β| = 8 / 10 run – which is not
displayed in Fig. 2 but has been included in the supplementary mate-
rial – did not show any evidence of halo splitting); second, the visual
inspection of Fig. 2 demonstrates that the halo fragmentation pro-
cess is not necessarily triggered by the repulsive ﬁfth-force between
CDM particles of opposite species, but can also be a consequence
(at least for the gravitational coupling case) of the different friction
terms of Eqs. (8) and ( 9) . In fact, it is important to remind here they
the | β| = √ 3 / 2 model displayed in Fig. 2 corresponds to the unique
point in the McDE parameter space for which the repulsive ﬁfth-force
corrections exactly balance the standard gravitational attraction, such
that for this coupling value CDM particles of opposite type do not in-
teract with each other in any way. Therefore, the split of individual
bound objects into pairs of CDM halos cannot be the consequence of
the repulsion between CDM particles of opposite type but must in-
stead be associated to the differential friction acting on the two CDM
particle species. Such conclusion is also supported by the observation
that most of the fragmented halo pairs seem to be aligned along the
direction of ﬁlaments pointing to the central massive structure, that
represent the most likely directions of motion of the original parent
halos along which the differential friction is expected to act. 
To investigate in further detail such effect, and to provide support
to the latter conclusion, in Fig. 3 , we show a zoom of the ﬁeld of view
highlighted by the white square in the | β| = √ 3 / 2 plot of Fig. 2 at four
different redshifts z = { 0.3 , 0.2 , 0.1 , 0 } in order to highlight how the
separation between the two halos arising from the fragmentation of
the same original structure evolves in time. Indeed, the ﬁgure clearly
shows how the separation of the two objects grows in time, thereby
providing a direct evidence of the violation of the weak equivalence
principle in McDE models: two test objects moving in the same grav-
itational ﬁeld and with the same initial infall velocity are found to
have different dynamical trajectories. Also, the comparison of Fig. 3
qualitatively conﬁrms that the two objects are displaced along their
trajectory of motion, and that their separation along such trajectory
grows in time, consistently with the effect of a different friction term.
The same result, conﬁrming our interpretation of the onset of halo
fragmentation for the gravitational coupling | β| = √ 3 / 2, is also more
quantitatively expressed by Fig. 4 , displaying within the same ﬁeld
of view the projected separation of the halo pair and its projected
trajectory at different redshifts. As one can see from the ﬁgure, astime goes by the two fragmented halos move in the same direction
but their separation along the projected trajectory grows in time. 
4.2. Halo fragmentation 
In the present section we investigate in some further detail how
the halo fragmentation process responsible of breaking the screening
mechanism for large coupling values evolves as a function of time and
of the halo mass. We consider the 1000 most massive halos identiﬁed
through the FoF algorithm in all our simulations, and for each CDM
halo in our sample we compute the virial abundance ratio of the two
different CDM species deﬁned as: 
1 − 2 M −
M + + M − , (11)
where the masses M ± are deﬁned as the mass in the two particle types
contained within the virial radius R 200 of each halo. Such quantity
will then take the value of −1 for objects made only of negatively-
coupled particles, and the value of + 1 for objects made solely of
positively-coupled particles. Any other value in between indicates a
mixture of particle types, with 0 being the value corresponding to a
perfect balance between the two species that is expected to hold for
an uncoupled system. In Fig. 5 we display in the left plots the virial
abundance ratio of Eq. ( 11 ) for all the halos in our sample and for
the different cosmologies as a function of the halo mass, at different
redshifts between z = 2 and z = 0. The various models are plotted in
order of increasing coupling, such that the small coupling data points
might be covered by the larger coupling ones. On the right plots,
instead, we display for the same redshifts the statistical distribution
of the virial abundance ratio in the different models binned in 20
equally spaced bins over the allowed domain [ −1 , 1]. 
As one can see from the plots, the halo fragmentation process in-
deed occurs only for coupling values equal or larger than the gravita-
tional strength | β| = √ 3 / 2, for which we ﬁnd objects fully dominated
by one single CDM particle type by z = 0. The process occurs earlier
and evolves faster for the unitary coupling model, that already at z = 2
has a distribution of the virial abundance ratio that spans the whole
allowed range [ −1 , 1], and that develops into a clearly bimodal dis-
tribution already before z = 0.5. For the gravitational coupling model,
instead, the halo fragmentation starts later and does never evolve to a
fully bimodal distribution before the present time, thereby showing a
mixture of fragmented single-species halos and of multi-species ha-
los, with the latter dominating the high-mass end of the distribution,
and the former showing up at small masses. Also, the distribution
of fragmented halos does not appear to be symmetric, with many
more halos being dominated by negatively-coupled particles. Such
10 M. Baldi / Physics of the Dark Universe 3 (2014) 4–17 
Fig. 5. The virial abundance ratio of Eq. ( 11 ) of the 1000 most massive CDM halos at different redshifts ( left ), and its statistical distribution ( right ). 
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cendency will be also conﬁrmed by the results shown in the middle 
anels of Fig. 7 . This asymmetry in the distribution of fragmented ha- 
os might indicate that for many of such structures the fragmentation 
rocess is not yet complete, and that the corresponding objects domi- 
ated by positively-coupled particles have not yet recollapsed to form 
 separate halo. In fact, such asymmetry does not appear anymore for 
he | β| = 1 case at low redshifts, when the halo fragmentation pro- 
ess has already completed, for which we ﬁnd an equal abundance of objects dominated by the two CDM particle species. 
Finally, for the McDE models with sub-gravitational couplings, the 
halo fragmentation does not occur at all, with the scalar interactions 
having only the effect of slightly broadening the distribution of the 
virial abundance ratio around the uncoupled value of 0 that charac- 
terises all the models at high redshifts. 
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Fig. 6. The cumulative halo mass function at different redshifts for the various McDE scenarios considered in the present work. Again, to avoid too crowded plots, we do not include 
in the ﬁgure the | β| = { 7 / 10, 8 / 10 } cases as they are qualitatively consistent with the rest of the models. 
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Fig. 7. The density proﬁle ( left ), mass ratio proﬁle ( middle ), and gravitational potential proﬁle ( right ) for three halos of different mass within of our matched catalog. 
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 .3. The halo mass function 
We now move to a more quantitative analysis of the statistical 
roperties of collapsed structures in McDE cosmologies by comput- 
ng the abundance of halos as a function of their mass, i.e. the halo 
ass function (HMF), for the different McDE models under investiga- 
ion. To avoid any possible impact of the coupling on the identiﬁcation of gravitationally-bound structures we will rely on the FoF halo cat- 
alogue to compute the HMF of all the models. In Fig. 6 we show the 
cumulative FoF HMF for the models | β| = { 0 , 1 / 2 , 3 / 4 , √ 3 / 2 , 1 } at
ﬁve different redshifts z = { 0 , 0.5 , 1 , 1.5 , 2 } . The remaining models
| β| = { 7 / 10 , 8 / 10 } show a consistent behaviour with the plotted
results and have been omitted to avoid crowded ﬁgures. 
The most prominent feature appearing in the HMFs of Fig. 6 is the 
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 characteristic shape of the ratio of the halo abundance over the uncou-
pled case | β| = 0, showing a signiﬁcant enhancement at the smallest
masses of our sample and a corresponding suppression at intermedi-
ate masses. The transition mass between enhanced and suppressed
halo abundance moves towards larger masses at progressively lower
redshifts, and such evolution appears to be more signiﬁcant for larger
coupling values. Such result is clearly consistent with the already dis-
cussed phenomenon of halo fragmentation, with intermediate mass
halos splitting into smaller objects of roughly half the original mass.
Therefore, in McDE cosmologies the universe is progressively de-
pleted of intermediate-mass halos and correspondingly ﬁlled with
new halos of smaller mass resulting from the fragmentation of the
former. As the halo fragmentation is triggered by the differential fric-
tion terms on the two CDM particle species, it starts from low-mass
halos as these are the ﬁrst to form and have higher peculiar veloci-
ties, and then progressively involves halos with larger masses. Also,
such process evolves faster for larger values of the coupling. This is
particularly evident by comparing the HMF of the | β| = √ 3 / 2 and | β|
= 1 cosmologies, with the latter showing a much faster evolution of
the HMF ratio and a shift of the transition mass between low-mass
enhanced abundance and high-mass suppressed abundance of more
than one order of magnitude between z = 2 and z = 0. 
It is also interesting to notice how the unitary coupling | β| = 1 pre-
dicts a signiﬁcant suppression of the high-mass tail of the HMF at all
redshifts, becoming more dramatic for z  0.5. Such feature might be
appealing in relation to the presently debated issue of the reported
tension between the latest cosmological constraints and the abun-
dance of detected SZ clusters from the Planck satellite mission (see
[ 1 , 2 ]). In fact, the expected number of clusters appears signiﬁcantly
reduced in McDE models with sufﬁciently large couplings, without
affecting the normalisation of linear perturbations at large scales, i.e.
without changing σ 8 . In other words, the halo fragmentation process
is found to suppress the growth of cluster-sized halos at low redshifts,
and to signiﬁcantly reduce the expected number of clusters as com-
pared to CDM for a given σ 8 normalisation, thereby alleviating the
apparent tension between the latest Planck data and the predictions
of a standard CDM evolution of cosmic structures. 
However, at the same time the strongly increased abundance of
small mass halos is likely to be in tension with astrophysical data
at small scales, as it exacerbates the longstanding “missing satellite”
problem of CDM hierarchical structure formation. The latter effect
therefore promises to be one of the most constraining predictions of
McDE scenarios in the nonlinear regime, possibly allowing to put ﬁrm
constraints on the McDE interaction strength below the unitary cou-
pling value that seems to be required to address the unexpectedly-
low observed abundance of galaxy clusters by the Planck satellite.
It is nonetheless interesting to notice how McDE cosmologies can
suppress the abundance of massive clusters for a ﬁxed σ 8 linear am-
plitude, as such behaviour can hardly be obtained with any other DE
or MG model once the background expansion is kept ﬁxed. 
4.4. Structural properties of CDM halos 
We now move to the highly nonlinear regime of McDE models
by investigating the structural properties of CDM halos at z = 0. In
the present work we will focus mainly on the matter distribution
within the halos and on the consequent space-dependent screening
of the scalar ﬁfth-forces, leaving a more extended analysis of other
structural and dynamical properties (such as e.g. halo ellipticity, spin,
velocity dispersion, etc.) to future work. 
Since the same seed was adopted for the random realisation of the
total matter power spectrum in the initial conditions of all the differ-
ent runs, structures are expected to form roughly at the same posi-
tions in all simulations, making it possible to identify the same objects
in all the simulations and to compare their properties on an individual
basis. However, for increasing values of the coupling the small-scaledynamics of CDM particles shows progressively stronger deviations
from the uncoupled case, up to the onset of the halo fragmentation
processes widely discussed above, thereby introducing a coupling-
dependent offset of corresponding objects in the different runs, and
eventually (for large enough coupling values, typically | β|  √ 3 / 2)
determining a complete mismatch of the individual structures at
small scales from the uncoupled cosmology. In order to allow a safe
comparison of the inner properties of CDM halos in the different cos-
mologies, we therefore apply a selection criterion – already described
in Baldi et al. [ 17 ] – and identify objects found in the different simula-
tions as being the same structure only if the centre of each of them lies
within the virial radius of the corresponding structure in the | β| = 0
run. If this criterion is not fulﬁlled for all the different simulations we
want to compare, we just do not include the corresponding halo in
any of the direct comparisons described below. Clearly, such matching
procedure will produce a catalog with a variable number of matched
objects depending on the range of models that is included in the com-
parison. If not stated otherwise, in the following we will restrict such
range to the same 5 models considered in Fig. 6 and we will apply our
procedure to the 1000 most massive haloes identiﬁed by the FoF algo-
rithm in the different runs. The inclusion of the gravitational coupling
| β| = √ 3 / 2 and of the unitary coupling model | β| = 1, for which the
halo fragmentation process occurs, as expected strongly reduces the
number of objects that fulﬁll our matching criteria, such that the full
matched catalog contains only 24 objects out of the 1000 FoF halos
initially considered. For all such 24 objects we have computed the
spherically averaged density proﬁles around the most bound parti-
cle identiﬁed with the SUBFIND algorithm, the spherically averaged
density ratio of the two CDM particle species, and the radial proﬁle
of both the standard Newtonian potential N ( r ) and the total poten-
tials ± ( r ), deﬁned as the potentials experienced by a positively- or
negatively-coupled test particle, respectively. In Fig. 7 we show such
comparisons for 3 randomly chosen halos of different total virial mass,
namely M 200 ≈ 10 12 , 10 13 , and 10 14 M / h . 
More speciﬁcally, the left column of plots of Fig. 7 displays the
density proﬁle of the three randomly chosen halos in the different
McDE models, and clearly shows the impact that the different cou-
pling values have on the total CDM distribution, in particular in the
innermost regions of the halos. As one can see in the ﬁgures, couplings
as large as | β| = 3 / 4 appear to have a very little impact on the total
density proﬁle of CDM halos over a wide range of halo masses. On the
contrary, for the gravitational and unitary couplings | β| = √ 3 / 2 and
| β| = 1 the impact of the DE interactions starts to be clearly sizeable,
with both models resulting in a lower CDM overdensity in the inner
parts of the halos as compared to the uncoupled case. Furthermore,
both models are characterised by a clear bump in the halo density
proﬁles at larger radii. Such bump is produced by the outﬂow of one
of the two CDM species under the effects of its friction term and re-
pulsive ﬁfth-force. As expected, the bump appears at larger radii for
the largest coupling value, consistently with an earlier onset of halo
fragmentation and with a faster decoupling of the two CDM particle
distributions due to a stronger ﬁfth-force repulsion. 
Such dynamical decoupling of the two different CDM species
within individual structures can be better understood by looking at
the middle column of Fig. 7 , where the radial proﬁle of the ratio
between the density of the dominant and the sub-dominant CDM
species is shown for the same McDE cosmologies. In the plots we dis-
play the density ratio with solid lines if the halo core is dominated
by the positively-coupled species, while dashed lines are used in the
opposite case. As one can see from the ﬁgures, the latter situation is
the most likely for coupling values up to the gravitational coupling
(for 22 out of 24 objects of our matched sample the core is dominated
by negatively-coupled particles in the | β| ≤ √ 3 / 2) while for the uni-
tary coupling | β| = 1 the occurrence of positively-coupled particles
dominating the core is more frequent (8 cases out of 24). The plots
14 M. Baldi / Physics of the Dark Universe 3 (2014) 4–17 
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 how that a non-negligible imbalance (at the level of ≈10 −20%) be- 
ween the two CDM particle types is present in the core of CDM halos 
ven for coupling values of | β| = 1 / 2 and | β| = 3 / 4, while this be-
omes much more dramatic for | β| ≥ √ 3 / 2, with the volume within 
he virial radius of the structure being fully dominated by only one 
DM particle species. This behaviour shows how the halo fragmen- 
ation process works at highly nonlinear scales, with the particles of 
ne of the two CDM species outﬂowing the halo under the effect of 
heir different friction term and of the repulsive interaction with the 
ominating particle type, accumulating in the outskirts of the struc- 
ures and then eventually recollapsing together under their strongly 
nhanced gravitational attraction (by the attractive ﬁfth-force acting 
etween particles of the same type) to form a separate object. The 
ccumulation of particles in the outskirts of halos is even directly vis- 
ble for some of the objects in the unitary coupling case as a “bump”
f the density ratio just out of the halo virial radius. 
Finally, in the right column of Fig. 7 we display, for the same three 
andomly chosen halos, the spherically-averaged proﬁle of both the 
tandard Newtonian gravitational potential N ( r ) (as solid lines) and 
f the two total potentials ± ( r ) (as dashed and dot-dashed lines) 
esulting from the sum of the standard gravitational potential and 
f the attractive and repulsive ﬁfth-forces determined by the radial 
istribution of the two CDM particle species. In other words, the to- 
al potentials ± ( r ) represent the real potential experienced by a 
ositivley- ( + ) and negatively- ( −) coupled test particle located at a 
istance r from the halo centre. Very interestingly, we can immedi- 
tely notice how in the McDE models the standard potential wells of 
DM halos are in general shallower than in the uncoupled case, as a 
onsequence of the lower overdensity in the inner regions of the ha- 
os, with the effect becoming particularly signiﬁcant for | β| ≥ √ 3 / 2. It 
s also very interesting to notice how the total potentials ± ( r ) have 
ery different radial shapes from the standard Newtonian potential 
nd from one another, and how their relative behaviour is correlated 
ith which of the two CDM species dominates the halo core. In par- 
icular, one can notice (more evidently when looking at the curves 
ssociated with the largest coupling values) how the total potential 
xperienced by the dominant particle species is in general steeper 
han the standard Newtonian potential arising in the same model, 
hereby favouring a further concentration of the dominant particles 
n the halo core. This is clearly due to the attractive ﬁfth-force that 
cts on the particles in addition to the standard Newtonian attraction. 
n the contrary, the total potential experienced by the sub dominant 
article species is much shallower than the Newtonian potential and 
ight show a very extended plateau (see e.g. the blue curves for the 
 β| = √ 3 / 2 case) or even a negative radial derivative, meaning that 
ub-dominant particles are repelled away from the halo core (as for 
he case of the unitary coupling). In the latter case, the total potential 
xperienced by the sub-dominant particles shows a minimum just 
utside the halo virial radius, thereby favouring the accumulation of 
articles in a spherical shell around the halo, consistently with what 
hown by the radial proﬁle of the CDM particle species density ratio. 
lso in this case, such behaviour is the result of the ﬁfth-force correc- 
ion (this time repulsive) to the standard Newtonian interaction. 
These results show for the ﬁrst time how the effective suppression 
f the coupling in McDE models extends also to the highly nonlin- 
ar regime of structure formation, providing a new type of screen- 
ng mechanism of a scalar ﬁfth-force around collapsed structures. 
ifferently from other types of screening mechanisms (as e.g. the 
hameleon, symmetron, or Vainshtein mechanisms) where the ﬁfth- 
orce is simply suppressed in overdense regions of the universe, in 
cDE cosmologies the screening is provided by the balance between 
ttractive and repulsive corrections to standard gravity and depends 
n the local distribution of the two different CDM particle species. As a 
esult, the ﬁfth-force is screened at a different level in different struc- 
ures and for different particle types, resulting in a segregation of the two CDM particle species and in a direct violation of the weak equiv- 
alence principle. Furthermore, the screening appears as an unstable 
phenomenon since the halo fragmentation process described above 
does progressively split halos of mixed particle species into pairs of 
halos dominated by one single particle type, for which the screen- 
ing mechanism is obviously absent. Therefore, the McDE screening 
mechanism appears as a transient phenomenon characterising halos 
before fragmentation, and involving structures of different mass at 
different redshifts since the halo fragmentation proceeds in a hier- 
archical fashion starting from the smallest objects (as shown in Fig. 
5 ). 
To conclude our analysis of the structural properties of CDM ha- 
los in McDE models, we investigate the stacked density proﬁles of 
halos in three different mass ranges over the sample of the 1000 
most massive halos identiﬁed in each simulation. In order to al- 
low a statistically signiﬁcant comparison we exclude the unitary 
coupling from the analysis and apply again the matching proce- 
dure described above to the remaining 6 models of our sample 
| β| = { 0 , 1 / 2 , 7 / 10 , 3 / 4 , 8 / 10 , √ 3 / 2 } , as this results in a much
larger sample of matched structures. For all such structures, we com- 
pute the density proﬁle as a function of the effective radius deﬁned as 
the physical radius in units of the virial radius, r / R 200 , and plot the av- 
eraged density proﬁle ratio to the uncoupled case over 20 radial bins. 
The result of such procedure is displayed in Fig. 8 for halos in the mass 
ranges 10 12 ≤M 200 h / M  < 10 13 ( left ), 10 13 ≤M 200 h / M  < 10 14 ( mid-
dle ), and M 200 h / M  ≥ 10 14 ( right ), where the shaded areas represent 
the Poissonian error on the averaged density proﬁle ratios. As one can 
see from the plots, in all the three different mass ranges, all McDE 
models except the gravitational coupling | β| = √ 3 / 2 appear to be 
consistent with the standard Navarro–Frenk–White (NFW [ 44 ]) den- 
sity proﬁle of the uncoupled case within statistical errors, even though 
a coherent trend of density suppression in the halo core clearly ap- 
pears for the most massive objects. Such result is consistent with the 
observation discussed above that for | β| < √ 3 / 2 CDM halos do not 
fragment into smaller and single-particle-type dominated objects, 
which preserves the efﬁciency of the McDE screening of the scalar 
ﬁfth-forces, such that no major effects on the internal structure of ha- 
los is observed. On the other hand, the | β| = √ 3 / 2 model shows a very 
pronounced feature in the averaged density proﬁles, characterised by 
a strong suppression of the overdensity in the inner regions, and by 
a correspondingly strong enhancement of the density contrast in the 
outskirts of the halos. Such effect shows also a very clear evolution 
with halo mass, being more pronounced for small mass objects than 
for cluster-sized halos. This is also consistent with the observation of 
the hierarchical nature of the halo fragmentation process that starts 
from the smallest objects and then proceeds to larger structures. 
As a general result of our investigation of structural properties of 
CDM halos in McDE cosmologies, we can therefore conclude that for 
models with couplings below the gravitational strength | β| < √ 3 / 2 
the scalar interactions have a very mild impact also on the nonlinear 
dynamics of CDM particles at small scales, besides leaving completely 
unaffected the background and linear perturbations evolution. For 
such models the only potentially observable effects that we identiﬁed 
through our analysis are related to a ≈10 −20% reduction of the num- 
ber of low mass halos (10 10 −10 11 M / h ) possibly associated to a cor- 
responding increase of the number of objects at even smaller masses 
(which are below the resolution available to our simulations), and to 
a mild suppression of the concentration of cluster-sized CDM halos. 
On the other hand, as soon as the gravitational strength | β| = √ 3 / 2 
is reached and overcome, the onset of halo fragmentation breaks the 
screening of the ﬁfth-forces, and McDE cosmologies show very sig- 
niﬁcant effects on the abundance of halos and on their internal struc- 
tures, including their density proﬁles and the associated gravitational 
potentials. 
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Fig. 8. Stacked density proﬁle ratio. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 5. Conclusions 
In this paper, we have presented the outcomes of the ﬁrst high-
resolution N-body simulations of Multi-coupled Dark Energy cos-
mologies. These are cosmological models characterised by the exis-
tence of two distinct species of CDM particles with opposite couplings
to a classical Dark Energy scalar ﬁeld, giving rise to both attractive
and repulsive long-range scalar interactions between CDM particles.
While requiring the same number of parameters as a standard coupled
quintessence model, Multi-coupled Dark Energy scenarios provide a
very effective way to screen the coupling during matter domination,
thereby strongly alleviating the impact of the interaction between
Dark Energy and CDM particles on the background and linear per-
turbations evolution of the universe. In this respect, Multi-coupled
Dark Energy models are practically indistinguishable from a stan-
dard CDM cosmology up to very recent epochs for a wide range
of couplings. Nonetheless, the effects of the additional ﬁfth-forces in
the nonlinear regime of structure formation are expected to imprint
characteristic features in the statistical and structural properties of
CDM halos that might allow to observationally test the model. 
To this end, a ﬁrst series of low-resolution N-body simulations was
performed by Baldi [ 9 ] with the main purpose of sampling the pa-
rameter space of the model and highlight such possible observational
footprints. In this work, we did improve with respect to those early
simulations in several aspects, by running the ﬁrst high-resolution
simulations of Multi-coupled Dark Energy models that allow to in-
vestigate in detail the statistical and structural properties of CDM
halos arising in these cosmologies up to a coupling value of | β| = 1.
We brieﬂy recap here the main conclusions of our study. 
First of all, the various effects that we have highlighted with our
high-resolution simulations, and that will be listed below, show a
very strong dependence on the coupling value, and in particular
on whether the coupling is below or above the gravitational cou-
pling | β| = √ 3 / 2. Such value deﬁnes the threshold between the
regimes where scalar ﬁfth-forces are weaker ( | β| < √ 3 / 2) or stronger
( | β| > √ 3 / 2) than standard gravity. In general, for all the coupling
values of our sample lying in the former range we found very mild
effects of the DE–CDM interaction on all the statistical and structural
properties of CDM halos that we have investigated; on the contrary,
the impact of the interaction becomes very quickly extremely sig-
niﬁcant as soon as the gravitational coupling threshold is reached
and overcome. Therefore, the gravitational coupling | β| = √ 3 / 2 rep-
resents an intrinsic threshold for Multi-coupled Dark Energy models,
and the small range of coupling values around such threshold promise
to determine the most interesting phenomenological effects of such
scenarios, providing at the same time viable and non-trivial obser-
vational effects: coupling values much below this threshold appear
to be almost indistinguishable from a standard CDM cosmology,
while values signiﬁcantly above it determine very dramatic effects
at nonlinear scales that are likely to be easily ruled out by presently
 available data. Such effects, according to our present analysis, can be
summarised as follows. 
5.1. Large-scale density smoothing and halo fragmentation 
At the largest scales included in our cosmological simulations
(100 Mpc / h aside) the main effect of the interaction between Dark En-
ergy and CDM in Multi-coupled Dark Energy cosmologies is to smooth
the density ﬁeld of the total CDM ﬂuid, consistently with the earlier
ﬁndings [ 13 ] of a signiﬁcant suppression of power at mildly nonlin-
ear and nonlinear scales. Such effect, however, becomes appreciable
only for the largest coupling value included in our sample, | β| = 1,
and is almost absent for all the other coupling values considered in
our work. At smaller scales, the most prominent effect of the inter-
action is the fragmentation of bound CDM structures into smaller
objects as a consequence of the different dynamical evolution char-
acterising the two distinct CDM particle species. As anticipated above,
such phenomenon is completely absent for coupling values below the
gravitational coupling threshold | β| < √ 3 / 2, as the gravitational at-
traction between CDM particles of opposite type is still stronger than
their ﬁfth-force repulsion, and sufﬁcient to overcome the effect of the
scalar friction that would tend to drag the two different CDM species
in opposite directions along their unperturbed trajectory. However,
already for a coupling | β| = √ 3 / 2, our simulations have shown the
fragmentation of individual structures into pairs of objects of com-
parable size, and how the separation of such fragmented halos grows
in time along the trajectory of the original parent structure, thereby
providing a direct evidence of the violation of the weak equivalence
principle in Multi-coupled Dark Energy cosmologies. It is particularly
relevant to stress here that even the largest coupling value below the
gravitational coupling threshold in our set of models, | β| = 8 / 10, did
not show any sign of halo fragmentation. This gives a feeling of how
sharp the transition between the two regimes around the gravita-
tional coupling threshold is. 
5.2. Halo mass function and suppression of cluster abundance 
We have computed the abundance of CDM halos as a function of
their mass in all the cosmological models under investigation and
at different redshifts, based on a halo catalogue computed through
a Friends-of-Friends algorithm without any distinction between the
two CDM particle species. By comparing the obtained halo mass func-
tions to the uncoupled case, we could highlight a series of charac-
teristic footprints of Multi-coupled Dark Energy scenarios. Even in
this case, such features are either completely absent or extremely
weak for coupling values below the gravitational coupling threshold,
while becoming very signiﬁcant at and above the threshold. First of
all, as a consequence of the halo fragmentation process there is a
clear reduction of the abundance of intermediate mass halos, and a
corresponding enhancement of smaller mass halos. Relative to the
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tncoupled case, the latter effect has roughly twice the amplitude of 
he former, since the fragmentation process occurs by splitting an 
riginally mixed CDM object into two separate halos dominated by 
he two different CDM particle types, respectively, and with roughly 
alf the mass of the parent structure, such that for any intermediate 
ass halo that disappears two new half-mass objects will populate 
he low-mass end of the halo mass function. Our results also showed 
or the ﬁrst time how the halo fragmentation process evolves in a 
ierarchical fashion, with halos of small and intermediate mass start- 
ng to fragment ﬁrst, followed by progressively larger mass halos at 
ower redshifts. This is clearly shown by the shift of the transition 
etween low-mass enhancement and high-mass suppression of the 
alo abundance to progressively larger masses for decreasing red- 
hifts. Clearly, the strong enhancement of low-mass CDM halos in 
ulti-coupled Dark Energy cosmologies might be inconsistent with 
he observed abundance of satellite galaxies at small scales, thereby 
llowing to put constraints on the model. It is however important to 
oint out here that it is not obvious how the baryonic and stellar com- 
onents might evolve during the fragmentation process of their host 
DM halo, thereby making it difﬁcult to naively apply the standard 
bundance matching between visible galaxies and CDM halos also in 
he context of Multi-coupled Dark Energy models. Dedicated radiative 
ydrodynamical simulations with cooling and star formation would 
e required to assess this point, and will be pursued in future works. 
Another very interesting effect of Multi-coupled Dark Energy mod- 
ls on the abundance of collapsed structures concerns the mass range 
f galaxy clusters for large values of the coupling. In particular, for 
 coupling of order unity our simulations have shown a very signiﬁ- 
ant suppression of the abundance of cluster sized CDM halos at low 
edshifts. Such feature might alleviate the present tension between 
he cosmologically inferred value of σ 8 and its best-ﬁt value based 
n cluster counts, as reported also by the recent results of the Planck 
atellite mission. Clearly, a coupling value of | β| = 1 for Multi-coupled 
ark Energy models might be disfavoured by other observable fea- 
ures such as e.g. the strongly enhanced abundance of low-mass ha- 
os. However, it is interesting to notice that our cosmological scenario 
ight determine a suppression of the abundance of massive clusters 
ithout changing the large-scale normalisation of linear density per- 
urbations, as such effect cannot be obtained in most of the other 
vailable Dark Energy or Modiﬁed Gravity models. 
.3. Structural properties of CDM halos 
By matching individual structures in the different simulations, we 
ave compared the structural properties of halos at different masses, 
aking the spherically averaged mass distribution around the most 
ound particle of each halo. Even in this case, our results have shown 
ow for coupling values below the gravitational coupling threshold 
he overall impact of the DE–CDM interaction on the structural prop- 
rties of halos is very mild, while it becomes signiﬁcant for larger 
alues of the coupling. In particular, we have investigated the total 
DM density proﬁle of halos, showing that for sub-gravitational cou- 
lings the density proﬁle is almost unaffected and consistent with 
 standard NFW universal shape as for an uncoupled cosmology. On 
he contrary, larger values of the coupling determine a signiﬁcant 
uppression of the overdensity in the inner part of the halos, and a 
orresponding increase of the density in the outer regions. Such effect 
s related to the outﬂow of the sub-dominant CDM species during the 
alo fragmentation process. We also found that, consistently with the 
revious results on the onset of the halo fragmentation process, halos 
n sub-gravitational coupling models are still composed by a mixture 
f the two distinct CDM particle species, while above the gravitational 
oupling threshold halos are dominated by a single CDM type at z = 0. 
he resulting total gravitational potential (i.e. the potential arising by 
he superposition of the standard Newtonian potential and of the at- 
ractive and repulsive potentials associated to the scalar ﬁfth-forces) has a non-trivial shape around CDM halos which depends on the rel- 
ative distribution of the two CDM species within each structure. This 
effect gives rise to a species-dependent and (consequently) space- 
dependent screening mechanism of the scalar ﬁfth-force even at the 
nonlinear and highly nonlinear level. Differently from other screening 
mechanisms associated to various classes of modiﬁed gravity theories, 
however, the screening mechanism of Multi-coupled Dark Energy 
cosmologies is a transient phenomenon, as it is based on the balance 
between attractive and repulsive corrections to standard gravity, and 
is therefore no longer effective as soon as mixed-CDM halos fragment 
into single-species objects. Nonetheless, for sub-gravitational cou- 
pling models such screening mechanism can hold until the present 
time, and provides a very effective suppression of the scalar ﬁfth- 
forces. 
To conclude, we have presented in this paper the ﬁrst high- 
resolution N-body simulations of the Multi-coupled Dark Energy sce- 
nario, and investigated how such cosmological models affect the sta- 
tistical and structural properties of collapsed objects forming from 
primordial density perturbations. Most remarkably, we have shown 
how the formation and evolution of cosmic structures is practically 
indistinguishable from a CDM cosmology for coupling values below 
the gravitational coupling threshold | β| = √ 3 / 2. When such barrier is 
reached and overcome, our results have shown a series of very signif- 
icant effects on structure formation, ranging from the fragmentation 
of previously bound halos into smaller objects, to the explicit violation 
of the weak equivalence principle, to the distortion of the universal 
shape of the halo mass function, to the modiﬁcation of the density 
and gravitational potential proﬁles of halos that tend to become less 
overdense in their core. Finally, we have shown how Multi-coupled 
Dark Energy models feature a new type of nonlinear screening mech- 
anism of the scalar ﬁfth-forces associated with the coupling to Dark 
Energy, and how such screening mechanism is an unstable transient 
phenomenon that breaks down at the onset of halo fragmentation. 
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